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Responses to consultation questions 
1. Sensitive adjoining land (p. 20) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

The problem  
 
PGL agrees there is a problem. 
 
Yes, the Consultation Document has summarised the issues relating to types of sensitive adjoining 
land well. 
 
However the Consultation Document does not describe the problems associated with reserves, in 
particular being assessed as ‘sensitive land’ or if Option 2 is preferred the varying interpretations on 
whether land is environmentally sensitive etc.  In that regard Option 2 certainly actively discourages 
developers from offering to vest environmentally attractive land as reserves to avoid all adjoining 
land, whether it be commercial, industrial etc, from then being classified as’ sensitive land’ for 
overseas investment, which discourages overseas investment or leads to time delays and high 
compliance costs. 
 
In summary 
 
The wholly undesirable effect of the Act is that it discourages developers seeking to either: 
 

(a) Acquire land adjacent to ‘sensitive land’, including reserves with high amenity on 
environmental values which could benefit adjoining development; 
 

(b) Discourages developers, especially large scale developers from vesting reserves that are 
(the most) attractive land with high amenity value for adjacent uses; and 
 

(c) As a result motivates developers to not follow good land use planning principles by seeking 
to avoid having to deal with the complications of the Overseas Investment Act 2005 (OIA) 
and/or Overseas Investment Office (OIO) assessment of land vesting. 
 

By way of example 
 
A PGL subsidiary has encountered exactly the problem created by Table 2 based on an attractive 
reserve previously vested by the developer.  This reserve falls within land in Table 2, which deems 
the adjacent commercial and visitor accommodation use land to be ‘sensitive land’. 
 
Secondly that PGL subsidiary would in future seek to avoid vesting reserves adjacent to 
commercial land and if Option 2 was selected then in terms of seeking to mitigate OIA 
complications, it would likely avoid vesting reserves that would be assessed as having scientific, 
history and nature attributes leading to environmental benefits. 
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This would not be the PGL subsidiary’s wish in terms of good land use planning. 
 
In conclusion 
 
PGL and its subsidiaries strongly support Option 1 as having the only potential to achieve the 
intention of the proposed reform  i.e. “Facilitating productive investment that supports New 
Zealanders’ wellbeing”. 
 
  

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 22 – 23) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

No, PGL supports Option 1 in removing Table 2 

 

If the section 37 list were removed, should any of the types of land currently captured by it be retained 
in Table 2? (p. 23) 

• If so, which types and why? 

No, PGL supports Option 1 in removing Table 2 
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2. Leases of sensitive land that require screening (p. 25) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

Yes, PGL agrees there is a problem. 
 
PGL supports the proposed Option 2 reform for the reasons given below. 
 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 25 – 26) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

PGL prefers Option 2 but recommends that the sale of leasehold interests should be excluded on 
the basis that the freehold interests remain New Zealand owned earning income for New Zealand 
from leasehold charges – these could be set at a minimum level say 5%. 

 

Do you consider that raising the threshold for exemption from screening to leases with terms of 10 
years or more is appropriate, and: 

• if so, why do you consider this the appropriate threshold? 

• if not, what alternative threshold would you support, and why?  
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3. Technical issue:  periodic leases (p. 27) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

Yes, PGL agrees there is a problem and the Consultation Document describes it accurately. 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effect of the option? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform option (p. 27) has been identified, and: 

• if so, why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 
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4. Definition of overseas person as it applies to bodies corporates (p. 31) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

PGL agrees that the definition of ‘overseas person’ as it applies to bodies corporates is a problem 
where a body corporate is majority owned and controlled by New Zealanders.  Option 4 is the 
option which would go some way to alleviating the issues for RPL.   

PGL has a subsidiary which has the structure of 49.9% owned by overseas persons and 50.1% 
owned by New Zealanders.  100% of the control of the company is in the hands of the 50.1% New 
Zealand owned shareholding.  The overseas shareholders are essentially ‘sleeping partners’.  
Likewise in respect of the investment of the overseas shareholders, apart from their initial 
investment in the shares there is no on-going investment by the 49.9% overseas shareholders. 

Option 4 still contains an unacceptable level of compliance which PGL considers would continue to 
limit its ability to purchase land.  In our view rather than focusing on the proportion of overseas 
shareholding and control, what would assist PGL’s position would be amending the threshold for 
overseas ownership to less than 50%.  Although PGL’s principal subsidiary is a land development 
company focused on the development and sale of land, the subsidiary is often in a position where it 
would be extremely beneficial to its land development to bring in joint venture equity partners to a 
new JV company which purchases land from the subsidiary and because PGL’s subsidiary is 
already deemed to be an ‘overseas person’ under the Act the new JV company would have to 
obtain consent under the OIA to the purchase of the land from the subsidiary where it holds more 
than 25% of the JV company, notwithstanding the actual foreign investment is in fact only 12.5% 
and the balance of the company is NZ owned.   Similarly problems arise for other companies 
investing that have 25% overseas ownership  – particularly residential land.   
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Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

Regarding the last 3 bullet points listed under Option 4 at clause 114 of the Consultation Document 
i.e.   

• No ‘foreign government’ of its associated(s) owns equity in the entity. 
• It has received consent for at least two investments under the Act in the previous five years  
• It has a strong record of compliance with the requirements of the Act and New Zealand law 

more broadly.  For example, no enforcement action under the Act has been validly taken 
against the entity;  

PGL does not see any issue with a foreign government being an investor, but in particular PGL 
objects to the last 2 bullet points for the reasons given below on the basis that these requirements 
will limit PGL’s subsidiary’s ability to purchase land simply because of a lack of history with 
overseas investments under the Act within the timeframes required in Option 4.  See below for 
further comment. 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 32 – 35) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 
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PGL supports Option 1 together with Option 4 with the following modifications to Option 1 and the 
following exclusions from Option 4: 

Option 1 Modifications 

(a) That a company share structure is based on separate classifications for overseas shareholders 
and New Zealand shareholders, i.e.  ‘A’ classification for New Zealanders and a ‘B’ 
classification for overseas owners and ensuring that a class ‘B’ (overseas) shareholder could 
not combined with a class ‘A’ (New Zealand) shareholder to control the company.   
 

(b) That the 49% threshold is amended to ‘less than 50%’ -  i.e. to include a 49.9% overseas 
ownership in a company which is 50.1% majority owned by New Zealanders).  This is in fact 
already the case for a PGL subsidiary company and may well be the case for many other 
existing joint ventures where New Zealand companies have retained majority ownership of the 
company. 

 
(c) Option 1 should not be limited to listed companies.  There are many private companies in New 

Zealand that are larger than listed companies and PGL can see no reason why such 
companies should be excluded because they are not listed companies. 

Option 4 Exclusions 

(a) Foreign government investment should be excluded from the qualifications for exemption under 
Option 4.  Foreign government investment is regarded by PGL as a ‘positive’ not a ‘negative’ 
particularly when it could not have control of the company.  

 
(b) The requirement for a track record in overseas investment consents under the Act should be 

excluded.  This would exclude a company making its maiden transaction and also means that 
exemption would only benefit companies that have a lot of frequent transactions.  However it 
overlooks the companies that have large scale infrequent transactions which may well have 
more benefit for New Zealand.  PGL does not consider that a time limit should apply and a  
company should only need to have one OIA approved transaction.    

 
(c) The requirement for a strong record of compliance is at odds with the example given that no 

enforcement action under the Act has been validly taken against the entity.  The qualification 
should be that the entity has as strong record of no non-compliance. 

 

Have the right requirements (pp. 34 – 35) been identified for the exemption in Option 4? 

• if not, what requirements, or additional requirements, do you think should be included? 

 

 

5. Screening of portfolio investors (p. 38) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 
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• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 39 – 40) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

 

 
6. Technical issue:  Tipping point for requiring consent (p. 42) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (p. 43) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 
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7. Technical issue: Incremental investments above a 25 per cent interest (p. 45) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 47 – 48) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

 

 
8. Assessing investors’ character and capacity (p. 51) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 
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Do you think the right reform options (pp. 56 – 57) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

 

 

What types of allegation relating to potential criminal or civil offences do you think should be included 
in Option 2, if adopted, and why? 

 

 
What factors do you think should be included in the bright-line test in Option 3, if adopted, and why? 

 

 
9. Screening the impacts of investment (p. 60) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 67 – 76) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 
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Do you think the Act should expressly enable decision makers to consider any negative effects of a 
proposed investment, as described in Option 1? Why/Why not? 

 

 

Do you think the right risks have been identified in the definition of substantial harm in Option 2, and: 

• if so, why do you think this? 

• if not, which other risks do you suggest and why? 

 

 

Do you think the right factors have been identified in the simplified benefit to New Zealand test in 
Options 2 and 3, and: 

• if so, why do you think this? 

• if not, which other factors do you suggest and why? 

 

 

Do you agree that the ‘substantial and identifiable benefit’ threshold for non-urban land over five 
hectares should be removed from the simplified benefit to New Zealand test in Options 2 and 3? 
Why/Why not: 

 

 
Do you think the right industries have been identified as industries of strategic importance in Option 3, 
and: 

• if so, why do you think this? 

• if not, which other industries do you suggest and why? 
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If a national security and public order call-in power were adopted (as proposed under Option 5), do 
you have a view on: 

• which agency or agencies should be responsible for assessing prospective transactions (for 
example, the OIO, security agencies or an alternative) and, if so, why do you think this? 

• how the government could become aware of transactions that could be called in for screening 
(that is, a compulsory, voluntary or combined approach, or another option entirely) and, if so, why 
do you think this? 

• which Minister should be responsible for making decisions under this test and, if so, why do you 
think this? 

• whether the responsible Minister (whoever that should be) should have to consult other Ministers 
before denying consent to a transaction using this power and, if so, which Ministers and why do 
you think this? 

 

 

10. Water extraction and the Act (p. 82) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (p. 83) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 
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11. Tax and the Act (p. 85) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 85 – 86) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

 

 

12. Māori cultural values and the Act (p. 88) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 
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Do you think the right reform options (p. 89) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

 

 

What types of activity do you think should be defined as relevant arrangements under Option 1, and 
why do you think this 

 

 

13. Special land provisions (p. 91) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (p. 93) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 
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14.  Farmland advertising (p. 95) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (p. 96) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

 

 

15. Timeframes for decisions (p. 98) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options and sub-options? Are you able to 
quantify potential effects on compliance costs? 
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Do you think the right reform options and sub-options (pp. 99 – 100) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options and sub-options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option and/or sub-option would you support and why? 

 

 

What do you consider to be the appropriate timeframes and why? 

 

 

Do you agree that consent should be deemed granted if no decision is made within the prescribed 
time period and, if so, why do you think that? 

 

 

Experience with the Overseas Investment Office 
If you have any feedback on your operational experience with the Overseas Investment Office, please 
share it with us below so they can use it in their continuous improvement programme: 

 

 

Other comments on the regime? 
If you have any other comments on New Zealand’s overseas investment regime, please share them 
with us below: 
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Responses to consultation questions 
1. Sensitive adjoining land (p. 20) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

The problem  

 

PGL agrees there is a problem. 
 
Yes, the Consultation Document has summarised the issues relating to types of sensitive adjoining 
land well. 
 
However the Consultation Document does not describe the problems associated with reserves, in 
particular being assessed as ‘sensitive land’ or if Option 2 is preferred the varying interpretations on 
whether land is environmentally sensitive etc.  In that regard Option 2 certainly actively discourages 
developers from offering to vest environmentally attractive land as reserves to avoid all adjoining 
land, whether it be commercial, industrial etc, from then being classified as’ sensitive land’ for 
overseas investment, which discourages overseas investment or leads to time delays and high 
compliance costs. 
 
In summary 

 
The wholly undesirable effect of the Act is that it discourages developers seeking to either: 
 

(a) Acquire land adjacent to ‘sensitive land’, including reserves with high amenity on 
environmental values which could benefit adjoining development; 
 

(b) Discourages developers, especially large scale developers from vesting reserves that are 
(the most) attractive land with high amenity value for adjacent uses; and 
 

(c) As a result motivates developers to not follow good land use planning principles by seeking 
to avoid having to deal with the complications of the Overseas Investment Act 2005 (OIA) 
and/or Overseas Investment Office (OIO) assessment of land vesting. 
 

By way of example 

 
A PGL subsidiary has encountered exactly the problem created by Table 2 based on an attractive 
reserve previously vested by the developer.  This reserve falls within land in Table 2, which deems 
the adjacent commercial and visitor accommodation use land to be ‘sensitive land’. 
 
Secondly that PGL subsidiary would in future seek to avoid vesting reserves adjacent to 
commercial land and if Option 2 was selected then in terms of seeking to mitigate OIA 
complications, it would likely avoid vesting reserves that would be assessed as having scientific, 
history and nature attributes leading to environmental benefits. 
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This would not be the PGL subsidiary’s wish in terms of good land use planning. 
 
In conclusion 

 

PGL and its subsidiaries strongly support Option 1 as having the only potential to achieve the 
intention of the proposed reform  i.e. “Facilitating productive investment that supports New 

Zealanders’ wellbeing”. 

 
  

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 22 – 23) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

No, PGL supports Option 1 in removing Table 2 

 

If the section 37 list were removed, should any of the types of land currently captured by it be retained 
in Table 2? (p. 23) 

• If so, which types and why? 

No, PGL supports Option 1 in removing Table 2 
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2. Leases of sensitive land that require screening (p. 25) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

Yes, PGL agrees there is a problem. 
 
PGL supports the proposed Option 2 reform for the reasons given below. 
 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 25 – 26) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

PGL prefers Option 2 but recommends that the sale of leasehold interests should be excluded on 
the basis that the freehold interests remain New Zealand owned earning income for New Zealand 
from leasehold charges – these could be set at a minimum level say 5%. 

 

Do you consider that raising the threshold for exemption from screening to leases with terms of 10 
years or more is appropriate, and: 

• if so, why do you consider this the appropriate threshold? 

• if not, what alternative threshold would you support, and why?  
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3. Technical issue:  periodic leases (p. 27) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

Yes, PGL agrees there is a problem and the Consultation Document describes it accurately. 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effect of the option? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform option (p. 27) has been identified, and: 

• if so, why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 
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4. Definition of overseas person as it applies to bodies corporates (p. 31) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

PGL agrees that the definition of ‘overseas person’ as it applies to bodies corporates is a problem 
where a body corporate is majority owned and controlled by New Zealanders.  Option 4 is the 
option which would go some way to alleviating the issues for RPL.   

PGL has a subsidiary which has the structure of 49.9% owned by overseas persons and 50.1% 
owned by New Zealanders.  100% of the control of the company is in the hands of the 50.1% New 
Zealand owned shareholding.  The overseas shareholders are essentially ‘sleeping partners’.  

Likewise in respect of the investment of the overseas shareholders, apart from their initial 
investment in the shares there is no on-going investment by the 49.9% overseas shareholders. 

Option 4 still contains an unacceptable level of compliance which PGL considers would continue to 
limit its ability to purchase land.  In our view rather than focusing on the proportion of overseas 
shareholding and control, what would assist PGL’s position would be amending the threshold for 
overseas ownership to less than 50%.  Although PGL’s principal subsidiary is a land development 
company focused on the development and sale of land, the subsidiary is often in a position where it 
would be extremely beneficial to its land development to bring in joint venture equity partners to a 
new JV company which purchases land from the subsidiary and because PGL’s subsidiary is 
already deemed to be an ‘overseas person’ under the Act the new JV company would have to 
obtain consent under the OIA to the purchase of the land from the subsidiary where it holds more 
than 25% of the JV company, notwithstanding the actual foreign investment is in fact only 12.5% 
and the balance of the company is NZ owned.   Similarly problems arise for other companies 
investing that have 25% overseas ownership  – particularly residential land.   
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Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

Regarding the last 3 bullet points listed under Option 4 at clause 114 of the Consultation Document 
i.e.   

• No ‘foreign government’ of its associated(s) owns equity in the entity. 
• It has received consent for at least two investments under the Act in the previous five years  
• It has a strong record of compliance with the requirements of the Act and New Zealand law 

more broadly.  For example, no enforcement action under the Act has been validly taken 

against the entity;  

PGL does not see any issue with a foreign government being an investor, but in particular PGL 
objects to the last 2 bullet points for the reasons given below on the basis that these requirements 
will limit PGL’s subsidiary’s ability to purchase land simply because of a lack of history with 
overseas investments under the Act within the timeframes required in Option 4.  See below for 
further comment. 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 32 – 35) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 
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PGL supports Option 1 together with Option 4 with the following modifications to Option 1 and the 
following exclusions from Option 4: 

Option 1 Modifications 

(a) That a company share structure is based on separate classifications for overseas shareholders 
and New Zealand shareholders, i.e.  ‘A’ classification for New Zealanders and a ‘B’ 
classification for overseas owners and ensuring that a class ‘B’ (overseas) shareholder could 
not combined with a class ‘A’ (New Zealand) shareholder to control the company.   
 

(b) That the 49% threshold is amended to ‘less than 50%’ -  i.e. to include a 49.9% overseas 
ownership in a company which is 50.1% majority owned by New Zealanders).  This is in fact 
already the case for a PGL subsidiary company and may well be the case for many other 
existing joint ventures where New Zealand companies have retained majority ownership of the 
company. 

 
(c) Option 1 should not be limited to listed companies.  There are many private companies in New 

Zealand that are larger than listed companies and PGL can see no reason why such 
companies should be excluded because they are not listed companies. 

Option 4 Exclusions 

(a) Foreign government investment should be excluded from the qualifications for exemption under 
Option 4.  Foreign government investment is regarded by PGL as a ‘positive’ not a ‘negative’ 
particularly when it could not have control of the company.  

 
(b) The requirement for a track record in overseas investment consents under the Act should be 

excluded.  This would exclude a company making its maiden transaction and also means that 
exemption would only benefit companies that have a lot of frequent transactions.  However it 
overlooks the companies that have large scale infrequent transactions which may well have 
more benefit for New Zealand.  PGL does not consider that a time limit should apply and a  
company should only need to have one OIA approved transaction.    

 
(c) The requirement for a strong record of compliance is at odds with the example given that no 

enforcement action under the Act has been validly taken against the entity.  The qualification 
should be that the entity has as strong record of no non-compliance. 

 

Have the right requirements (pp. 34 – 35) been identified for the exemption in Option 4? 

• if not, what requirements, or additional requirements, do you think should be included? 

 

 

5. Screening of portfolio investors (p. 38) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 
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• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 39 – 40) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

 

 
6. Technical issue:  Tipping point for requiring consent (p. 42) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (p. 43) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 
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7. Technical issue: Incremental investments above a 25 per cent interest (p. 45) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

Yes – there is a problem, and the paper describes it accurately. 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 47 – 48) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

PGL supports Option 1, combined with Options 3 and 4.  

Option 1, providing that it is defined as “less than 50%”, will deal with a lot of the incremental 
investment issues currently on hand, as it provides overseas investors to continue investing up to 
the threshold of maximum allowable investment, without taking control of the company. 

Options 3 will allow entities that acquired a sensitive asset before that asset required consent to 
use the exemption, as the investor should not be penalised in the natural change of the business 
and/or change in rules. 

Options 4 will allow investors to continue long term investments in New Zealand, which are often 
more beneficial than short term investment, with the view of gaining short-term returns. It will 
encourage projects of large scale where investors should be encouraged to continue investing over 
10 year, 20 year or even 30 year plans. 

 
8. Assessing investors’ character and capacity (p. 51) 
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Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

Yes, there is a problem, and accurately described. 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 56 – 57) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

Prefer Option 3, second preference is Option 2. Both should exclude New Zealanders 

 

What types of allegation relating to potential criminal or civil offences do you think should be included 
in Option 2, if adopted, and why? 

 

 
What factors do you think should be included in the bright-line test in Option 3, if adopted, and why? 

 

 
9. Screening the impacts of investment (p. 60) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 
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• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

Yes, there is a problem, and described accurately. 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

Counterfactual tests are hypothetical, time consuming to propose, and can only be subjectively 
assessed. 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 67 – 76) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

 

 

Do you think the Act should expressly enable decision makers to consider any negative effects of a 
proposed investment, as described in Option 1? Why/Why not? 

 

 

Do you think the right risks have been identified in the definition of substantial harm in Option 2, and: 

• if so, why do you think this? 

• if not, which other risks do you suggest and why? 
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Do you think the right factors have been identified in the simplified benefit to New Zealand test in 
Options 2 and 3, and: 

• if so, why do you think this? 

• if not, which other factors do you suggest and why? 

The OIA tests are so extensive, uncertain and time consuming as to put off vendors seeking 
overseas investment, and/or overseas investors being prepared to make an application. In many 
cases New Zealand will as a result be the loser, so simplified tests are highly desirable. 

 

Do you agree that the ‘substantial and identifiable benefit’ threshold for non-urban land over five 
hectares should be removed from the simplified benefit to New Zealand test in Options 2 and 3? 
Why/Why not: 

 

 
Do you think the right industries have been identified as industries of strategic importance in Option 3, 
and: 

• if so, why do you think this? 

• if not, which other industries do you suggest and why? 

The glaring omission is property development. One of New Zealand’s most significant problems is 
the lack of housing and infrastructure, in particular affordable housing. There is significant overseas 
expertise and capital lost to New Zealand as a result of OIA restrictions to property development, 
highlighting the lack of housing, and the infrastructure (or capital supplied for infrastructure) that will 
be supplied by these investments as complementary activities. 
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If a national security and public order call-in power were adopted (as proposed under Option 5), do 
you have a view on: 

• which agency or agencies should be responsible for assessing prospective transactions (for 
example, the OIO, security agencies or an alternative) and, if so, why do you think this? 

• how the government could become aware of transactions that could be called in for screening 
(that is, a compulsory, voluntary or combined approach, or another option entirely) and, if so, why 
do you think this? 

• which Minister should be responsible for making decisions under this test and, if so, why do you 
think this? 

• whether the responsible Minister (whoever that should be) should have to consult other Ministers 
before denying consent to a transaction using this power and, if so, which Ministers and why do 
you think this? 

 

 

10. Water extraction and the Act (p. 82) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

Agree there is a problem, and think the OIA can play its role in regulating water bottling export by 
Overseas persons 

 

Do you think the right reform options (p. 83) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

Prefer Option A, as water extraction may be used for other purposes than the sole purpose of 
export, i.e. water extraction may be required for irrigation etc.No 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 
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11. Tax and the Act (p. 85) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

No, there is not a problem that cannot be dealt with under existing tax legislation. 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (pp. 85 – 86) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

 

 

12. Māori cultural values and the Act (p. 88) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

In terms of trying to minimise the complexity, the OIA should also be seeking to address matters 
which are comprehensively dealt with by other legislation, in particular the Resource Management 
Act 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 
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Do you think the right reform options (p. 89) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

 

 

What types of activity do you think should be defined as relevant arrangements under Option 1, and 
why do you think this 

 

 

13. Special land provisions (p. 91) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

The preferred option is Option 1. The other options will add further complexity to the OIA, for little to 
no benefit for NZ. 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

 

 

Do you think the right reform options (p. 93) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

Prefer Option 1 
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14.  Farmland advertising (p. 95) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

Yes there is a problem. 

But the paper has not described the position accurately. It does not support the existing 
arrangements, they are too uncertain and variable as to their appropriateness or otherwise. 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options? Are you able to quantify potential 
effects on compliance costs? 

A conditional agreement is described as meaning that land is not genuinely available where it is 
subject to a condition that it is available. Clearly it is available where such a condition is provided. 

 

Do you think the right reform options (p. 96) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option would you support and why? 

Option 2 is preferred, as it minimises the complexity of the OIA and reflects the fact that a vendor is 
unlikely to sell land to an overseas person where it could obtain a better price within New Zealand. 

 

15. Timeframes for decisions (p. 98) 

Do you agree that there is a problem, and 

• if so, has this paper described it accurately? Can you tell us about your experience, including 
when it happened? 

• if not, do you support the existing arrangements. If so, why? 

Yes, there is a problem and paper described it accurately. 

 

Do you have any comment on the potential effects of the options and sub-options? Are you able to 
quantify potential effects on compliance costs? 

Uncertainty of time makes it difficult for investors and or vendors to budget and plan financially. As 
a lot of the transactions are of significant amounts and the opportunity costs of the uncertainty of 
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time frame of approval is large, often being the strongest deterrent for overseas investors from 
going through with the process. 

 

Do you think the right reform options and sub-options (pp. 99 – 100) have been identified, and: 

• if so, which of the options and sub-options identified do you prefer and why? 

• if not, what alternative option and/or sub-option would you support and why? 

Support Option 2, having a deadline will certainly motivate swifter decisions and allow parties to 
plan financially. Would like to see some more robust consequences and/or restrictions as a result 
of the time extension being needed by the Office. Also, the number of time extensions by the Office 
is important, as it cannot be a perpetual extension. 

 

What do you consider to be the appropriate timeframes and why? 

Option 2’s suggested time frames seem appropriate, but would just like to see some more 
restrictions on the time extensions. 

 

Do you agree that consent should be deemed granted if no decision is made within the prescribed 
time period and, if so, why do you think that? 

Yes. This will provide the back pressure necessary for the Office to stick to the deadlines 

 

Experience with the Overseas Investment Office 

If you have any feedback on your operational experience with the Overseas Investment Office, please 
share it with us below so they can use it in their continuous improvement programme: 

 

 

Other comments on the regime? 
If you have any other comments on New Zealand’s overseas investment regime, please share them 
with us below: 

The quality of this analysis paper is to be commended. Hopefully the current regime will as a result 
be reformed for the betterment of New Zealand. 
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